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You Can Put It In A Zag, I'mma Put In A Blunt by Snoop
Dogg And Wiz Khalifa
Is the big mack i got the .
You might wanna hit this
Hook:
You Can Put It In A Zag, Imma Put It In A Blunt
You can stay in the back i'ma stay in the front
No stunned no punked it really don't matter
Matter of fact they want
You Can Put It In A Zag, Imma Put It In A Blunt
You can stay in the back i'ma stay in the front
No stunned no punked it really don't matter
'cause i got what they want they say off day
We play and blow see this is the only day we know
I blow cush your . on the push you .
They say all day we play in .
See this is the only say we know
I blow cush again what a bad look you little Mexican
Zig zag how i roll mine
You could top be a G i hold mine
I am in the . of shit i'm an oh my
B*tch f*ck on me stumble on the gold of mine
Brick brick . is just a real life
Exactly the French what a .life
Catch me if you can and i'm your loco cush man
. in the stairs what a hundred grants in my pants
And I blow so much smoke
Cure OG what a .

see i'ma go kick it bitch what a .
hit it once by .
see i'ma go kick it with a bitch i'ma .
you go ride too high school .
[Hook:]No stamps no seas
Mack gave me all the class that a nigga need
Just talk my whole bitch how to roll weed
And the nigga ride with em getting high with me
.through my young nigga .
Hangin out with . on the gold smoking .
Deep on the Westside bank with hood .
&nigga used to offer but i wouldn't
Now i'm gonna ask it what a but at
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Making it happen me and mack just got the .
Say you're tryin to smoke
We don't &
&aint' nothing that you can't do
.that's the high school deadly .
You know that i can damn fool
You do
You know what
It may sound crazy but never mid
High school
It may sound crazy but
It may sound crazy but
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